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Abstract. There has been growing interest in reducing the test time
complexity of multi-class classification problems with large numbers of
classes. The key idea to solve it is to reduce the number of classifier
evaluations used to predict labels. The state-of-the-art methods usu-
ally employ the label tree approach that usually suffers the well-know
error propagation problem and it is difficult for parallelization for fur-
ther speedup. We propose another practical approach, with the same goal
of using a small number of classifiers to achieve a good trade-off between
testing efficiency and classification accuracy. The proposed method ana-
lyzes the correlation among classes, suppresses redundancy, and gener-
ates a small number of classifiers that best approximate the prediction
scores of the original large number of classes. Different from label-tree
methods in which each test example follows a different traversing path
from the root to a leaf node and results in a different set of classifiers each
time, the proposed method applies the same set of classifiers to all test
examples. As a result, it is much more efficient in practice, even in the
case of using the same number of classifier evaluations as the label-tree
methods. Experiments on several large datasets including ILSVRC2010-
1K, SUN-397, and Caltech-256 show the efficiency of our method.

Keywords: Large scale classification · Label tree · Matrix
decomposition

1 Introduction

Multi-class classification, which is the problem of classifying one example with
a predefined set of classes, is one of the fundamental problems of computer
vision. The availability of large-scale datasets, such as ImageNet [9], SUN [37],
and Caltech-256 [17], that have many training and testing examples and many
classes has posed significant challenges in computational issues.
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One of the challenges that has attracted growing attention is how to dis-
criminate a large number of classes. The complexity in test time grows linearly
with the number of classes when using the standard one-versus-all (OvA) app-
roach [1,31], and this is prohibitive for large-scale datasets used in practical
applications. The key idea to solve this problem is to reduce the number of clas-
sifiers evaluated for each testing example.

The Error Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) based approaches [2,8,12–14,
30,39,40] combines multi binary classifiers to solve the multi-class classification
problem. Given a testing example, the set of bit predictors is applied to obtain
a code, and the second stage involves assignment the class whose codeword
is the closest to the code. The computational complexity of ECOC is linear
to the number of binary classifier evaluations (i.e. code length). In the case
of a large number of classes, learning an efficient coding matrix is challenging
and problem-dependent. Furthermore, good coding matrix does not ensure good
classification [8].

The tree-based approaches [4–7,10,16,18,24,25,27,33,36,38] use a hierarchi-
cal label tree to organize a predefined set of classes. In the testing process, an
example is classified by traversing the tree from the root node to a leaf node.
Since the number of classifiers at each node is much smaller than the number of
original classifiers of OvA methods, in the ideal case, label tree methods achieve
sub-linear complexity. To achieve high accuracy, methods have been proposed
for optimization of the overall tree loss through building the tree structure and
learning classifiers at nodes. Although these methods are considered to be state
of the art in large-scale image classification [4,10,16,24,33], they still have draw-
backs such as (i) error propagation problem where errors made at an internal
node are propagated through the tree and yield misclassification, and (ii) diffi-
culty in parallelization for further speed-up because the set of classifiers used in
the evaluation of a testing example is not known in advance.

In this paper, we propose a novel method for solving the multi-class classifi-
cation problems with large numbers of classes that does not use a tree structure.
To achieve a good trade-off between testing efficiency and classification accuracy,
at the first stage, our method analyzes the correlation among classes, suppresses
redundancy, and generates a small number of fixed classifiers (pseudo-classifiers)
that best approximate the prediction scores of the original large number of
classes. Because there are errors in the approximated scores, it does not guar-
antee good classification accuracy if directly using for prediction. At the second
stage, a verification process is used to handle this situation. Specifically, a set of
the candidate labels is selected using the top k scores, and the k corresponding
OvA classifiers are applied to recompute the scores for final decision.

Our contribution is two-fold:

– We propose a novel framework for the multi-class classification problem that is
easy to balance between accuracy and speed. Approximated scores can be com-
puted extremely fast using a small number of pseudo-classifiers and can be fur-
ther speed-upusing parallel computing.The verification stage only requires sev-
eral OvA classifier evaluations to significantly improve classification accuracy.
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Our method has potential in practice because it is very fast, requires less mem-
ory space, is easy to implement, and only has one parameter (number of pseudo-
classifiers) to tune for the balance.

– We conducted comprehensive experiments showing that the proposed method
can achieve better state-of-the-art performance and yet is much more efficient
in terms of actual testing time compared with existing methods.

2 Related Work

Computational efficiency is one of the most important considerations in large-
scale image classification in which the number of classes is also large. The stan-
dard methods, such as one-versus-all [31], and DAG (directed acyclic graph) [29],
treat the label space as flat, and therefore, their time complexity as far as test-
ing goes is linearly proportional to the number of classes, which is prohibitive in
practical applications.

2.1 Label Tree Approach

The label-tree approach is a popular approach to reduce the time complexity of
testing to a sub-linear value. It works by creating a hierarchical structure in the
label space.

Label-tree methods [4,10,16,24,33] involve two issues: (i) learning the tree
structure and (ii) learning the classifier weights for each internal node and the
labels of the leaf nodes. Learning the label tree parameters requires finding the
classifier weights for each node and the labels for the leaf nodes. The label
embedding tree proposed by S. Bengio et al. [4] learns the tree structure by
applying spectral clustering to a confusion matrix generated by OvA classifiers
in order to split the classes into disjoint subsets. The node classifiers are then
learned jointly by optimizing the overall tree loss. However, for large numbers
of classes, it suffers from drawbacks: (i) learning OvA classifiers in order to
generate the confusion matrix is costly, (ii) splitting the classes into disjoint
subsets is difficult because the assumption of separability of classes usually fails,
and (iii) it might generate an unbalanced tree that leads to a sub-optimal testing
time.

In the fast and balanced tree proposed by J. Deng et al. [10], these drawbacks
are avoided by performing the splitting process and learning process jointly and
by allowing overlaps among the subsets of child nodes. The relaxed hierarchy
proposed by T. Gao and D. Koller [16] is an alternative solution based on max-
margin optimization in which a subset of confusing classes is allowed to be
ignored at each node. This method shares the same idea as the method proposed
by Marszalek and C. Schmid [27], but has significant improvements over it.
Recently, Liu et al. [24] proposed the probabilistic label tree, which outperforms
existing methods. The key idea here is to define the label tree as a probabilistic
model and use maximum likelihood optimization to learn the parameters.
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2.2 ECOC Approach

ECOC-based methods [2,8,12,14,30] mainly involve designing an optimal cod-
ing matrix that requires a small number of bits for efficiency, good row and col-
umn separation for robustness, and high accurate bit predictors. Sparse random
codes and random codes described in [2,12] require a large number of bit predic-
tors (15.log(C) and 10.log(C) respectively where C is the number of classes) to
achieve reasonable accuracy. However, it is shown in [31], the accuracy of these
methods is worse than that of the OvA approach. Spectral ECOC [39] is based
on spectral decomposition on the normalized Laplacians of the similarity graph
of the classes. The resulting eigenvectors are used to define partitions. Because it
uses one-versus-one (OvO) classifiers to generate the similarity matrix, it is not
scalable for classification problems with large number of classes. Recently, Sparse
Output Coding (SpOC) [40] is a new encoding and decoding scheme that learns
coding matrix and bit predictor separately but still has good balance between
error-correcting ability and bit prediction accuracy. However, it uses a predefined
class taxonomy to build semantic relatedness matrix for the both stages. It is
unknown what happens if this prior knowledge is removed.

2.3 Other Complementary Approaches

There are other approaches proposed for solving the problem of large scale image
classification [3,19,23,26,32]. Most of them adopt the OvA approach due to its
competitive performance and its easy parallelization on multi-cores or machines.
For example, a method for fast feature extraction and SVM learning for OvA
classifiers is described in [23]. The studies described in [1,3,19,26] aim to achieve
better accuracy than OvA methods by simultaneously learning shared character-
istics common to the classes and minimizing classification loss using trace-norm.
Sparselets introduced in [32] is another approach that learns shared intermedi-
ate representation for multi-class object detection with deformable part models
using sparse reconstruction of object models. The main contributions of the
studies described above are scalable learning methods for large datasets with good
generalization ability, hence they are complementary with our proposed method.

Another approach [21] is based on attribute based learning. The idea is to
analyze visual correlations between classes instead of manual human efforts to
design attribute classifiers and relations between classes and attributes for clas-
sification.

Recently, methods to speeding up evaluation of Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) [11,20] using low-rank approximation were proposed. However,
much attention was paid to convolutional layers, i.e. lower layers used for fea-
ture extraction, rather than fully connected layers; and the approximations are
performed after the network has been fully trained.

3 Preliminaries

Suppose that N images whose feature vectors are vi, i = 1, · · · , N , are to be
classified into C classes cj , j = 1, · · · , C. We will use vi to denote a feature
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vector or image interchangeably. We want to generate an N by C response
matrix1R, where r(i,j) corresponds to the “response” of the i-th image for the
j-th class. The response can be a binary value, r(i,j) = +1, if vi belongs to cj
(−1 otherwise) or it can be a score, r(i,j) ≥ 0, if vi belongs to cj (< 0 otherwise).

There are a number of ways to train multi-class classifiers; however, one
standard way to obtain the responses for a given set of images is to train C
classifiers, fj(·), j = 1, · · · , C, based on the OvA strategy [31], and then to
obtain the responses, r(i,j) = fj(vi). For multi-class classification (i.e., one-out-
of-C classes classification), vi can be classified into the class cj whose fj(vi)
is maximum. For multiple binary classification results, vi can be classified into
classes whose responses are positive.

Now let us consider a smaller number of classifiers, namely, L classifiers gk(v),
k = 1, · · · , L, where L � C. Let’s assume that f can be sufficiently approximated
as f(v) ≈ f ′(g1(v), g2(v), · · · , gL(v)). If the cost of evaluating f ′ is significantly
cheaper than that of gk, and the cost of fj is almost the same as that of gk, we
can expect that the above approximation will yield significant cost reductions.

4 Proposed Method

4.1 Overview of the Method

We propose a two-stage method for solving the multi-class classification problem.
The key idea is to use an extremely fast method for filtering process to find a set
of candidate labels, then use robust OvA classifiers for the verification process
to get the correct label. At first, a matrix decomposition based technique is used
to find a small number of classifiers that best approximate the prediction scores
of the original large number of classes. Because there is no guarantee that using
the approximated scores directly minimizes classification loss, only the top k
scores are used to select a set of k candidate labels. Then a verification process
is carried out by applying k OvA classifiers corresponding to the candidate labels
to recompute the scores for the final decision.

The first stage uses the same set of fixed classifiers (pseudo-classifiers) to
all test examples, leading to be extremely fast in testing process and reasonable
performance. Meanwhile the second stage is used to further improve the accuracy
by applying a small number of OvA classifiers. By this way, a good trade-off
between testing efficiency and classification accuracy is achieved easily.

4.2 Fast Classification via Prediction Score Decomposition

Let us factorize the N by C response matrix R into an N by L matrix A and an
L by C matrix B, namely, R = AB. By letting a(i,k) = gk(vi), A can be regarded
as classification results of N images for L classifiers, and the final response R

1 We use score matrix and response matrix interchangeably.
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Algorithm 1. Training
Input:
1: – R: score matrix of N training images.
2: – S: the feature vectors of the training images.
Output:
3: – W̃ : the eigenvectors corresponding to the L largest eigenvalues.
4: – Σ: the eigenvalues corresponding to the L largest eigenvalues.
5: – V : the right singular vectors corresponding to the L largest eigenvalues.
6: Obtain S̃ by using the training feature vectors formed with (9).
7: Obtain P = S̃RRT S̃T and Q = S̃S̃T .
8: Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem Pw = λQw and obtain λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥

λL and W̃ = [w̃1 · · · w̃L] keeping the eigenvectors corresponding to the L largest
eigenvalues. Let Σ = diag(λ1, · · · , λL)1/2.

9: Obtain U = S̃T W̃ .
10: Obtain V = ((UΣ)+R)T .

can be obtained by multiplying B. One way to perform this decomposition is to
use singular value decomposition (SVD for short):

R ≈ UΣV T (1)

where U and V are composed of left and right singular vectors corresponding to
the L largest singular values, and we can set A = U and B = ΣV T . In doing
so, R can be approximated in the MSE sense. This implies f ′ to be a linear
combination of gk. Given this singular value decomposition, we can use U =
[u1 u2 · · · uL] to train functions gk that well approximate uk, namely, gk(vi) ≈
u(i,k) via regression. However, this process results in a two-stage approximation;
namely, in the first stage, R is approximated by singular value decomposition,
and following that, each gk(·) is fit to u(·,k) by regression. The pseudo-classifier
gk(·) obtained in this way may not be optimal. Instead, we will jointly optimize
the decomposition of R and the regressor for gk(·) in a single step. Therefore,
cost of training the regressors is reduced and improved accuracy is expected.

Let’s revisit SVD.

R = UΣV T (2)
RRT = UΣV TV ΣUT = UΣ2UT (3)

RRTU = UΣ2. (4)

Instead of obtaining U directly by singular value decomposition, we take into
account that U is the result of performing regression on the feature vectors of the
images. To do so, we will pose the original problem as an eigenvalue problem,

RRTu = λu (5)
uTRRTu = uTλu = λ (6)

where u is an eigenvector and λ is the corresponding eigenvalue. The first eigen-
vector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue can be obtained by maximizing
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(6), and the following eigenvalues and eigenvectors are iteratively obtained using
the above process along with Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization.

Now we consider u as regression result, namely, u(i,k) ≈ gk(vi). We further
assume linear regression:

gk(vi) = < wk, vi > +bk (7)

= [wk bk][vi 1]T def= w̃kṽi. (8)

By defining the matrix of features:

S̃ =
[

v1 v2 · · · vN
1 1 · · · 1

]
(9)

we want u ≈ S̃T w̃. Substituting this into (6), the problem becomes:

maximize w̃T S̃RRT S̃T w̃ (10)
such that w̃T S̃S̃T w̃ = 1 (11)

We can use the Lagrange multipliers method to solve it.

J = w̃T S̃RRT S̃T w̃ − λ(w̃T S̃S̃T w̃ − 1) (12)
∂L

∂w̃
= 2S̃RRT S̃T w̃ − 2λS̃S̃T w̃ = 0 (13)

S̃RRT S̃T w̃ = λS̃S̃T w̃. (14)

The above can be regarded as a generalized eigenvalue problem Pw = λQw,
where P = S̃RRT S̃T and Q = S̃S̃T . Obviously P and Q are Hermitian and
Q is positive semi-definite. Therefore, the eigenvalues λ are real. Let us assume
that we have obtained the eigenvalues λi and eigenvectors w̃i where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
· · · . From the properties of the generalized eigenvalue problem, the w̃i are Q-
orthogonal, namely, w̃iQw̃j = 0 where i �= j. Since

w̃i
T S̃S̃T w̃j = (S̃T w̃i)T (S̃T w̃j) (15)

= uT
i uj = 0 (16)

this ensures the orthogonal relationship among ui. In addition, due to (11), ui

are orthonormal. Therefore, by selecting w̃i corresponding to the L largest λi, we
can obtain ui that optimally approximate R, while at the same time w̃i defines
the optimal regressors.

Let us consider such w̃i, i = 1, · · · , L. We can obtain W̃ = [w̃1 · · · w̃L].
Accordingly, U can be obtained as

U = S̃T W̃ . (17)

In theory, V can be obtained through an eigenvalue decomposition of RTR.
However, due to the estimation error of linear regression in U , the resultant V
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Algorithm 2. Classification
Input:
1: – Stg: the feature vectors of the target images.
2: – W̃ : the eigenvectors corresponding to the L largest eigenvalues.
3: – Σ: the eigenvalues corresponding to the L largest eigenvalues.
4: – V : the right singular vectors corresponding to the L largest eigenvalues.
Output:
5: – Rtg: score matrix of the target images.
6: Obtain S̃tg by using (9).
7: Calculate the estimated response as Rtg = S̃T

tgW̃ΣV T .
8: Output the classification results (multi-class classification using the max operator

or multiple binary classification using thresholding) from Rtg.

obtained by the above method may not be in right correspondence with U . So,
we obtain V using the relationship R ≈ UΣV T , where Σ = diag(λ1, · · · , λL)1/2:

V = ((UΣ)+R)T (18)

where X+ is Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse X+ = (XTX)−1XT .
The algorithms for training and classification are summarized in Algorithms 1

and 2.

4.3 Verification by OvA Classifiers

Given the estimated score matrix Rtg ∈ R
N×C returned from Algorithm 2, each

row ri is corresponding scores of C classifiers for test example vi, i.e. ri,j =
fj(vi), (j = 1, .., C, i = 1, .., N). The simplest way to predict label is directly to
use these scores: yi = argmax

j=1,..,C
ri,j . However, there might be errors in estimated

scores that affect classification accuracy, a verification process is needed.
Specifically, a set of candidate labels C∗ = {c1, c2, ..., ck} corresponding to top

k scores is selected. Then the new scores are re-computed r∗
i,j = fj(vi), j ∈ C∗.

The final decision is yi = argmax
j∈C∗

r∗
i,j .

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets

We evaluated our algorithms on several large datasets that are widely used
in experiments for large-scale image classification [4,10,16,24], including the
ILSVRC2010-1K [9], SUN-397 [37], and Caltech-256 [17]. ILSVRC2010-1K has
1.2M images in 1 K classes for training, 50 K images for validation, and 150 K
images for testing. SUN-397 has 108,754 images in 397 classes. Caltech-256 has
29,780 images in 256 classes. With SUN-397 dataset and Caltech-256 dataset,
we used 50 % for training, 25 % for validation, and the rest 25 % for testing. We
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used the same feature settings as in [10,24] for fair comparison. Specifically, for
each image, we used the VLFeat toolbox [34] to extract dense SIFT features from
the image. The features were encoded using the LLC coding strategy described
in [35], with a codebook having 10,000 visual words, and the image was encoded
using a two-level spatial pyramid [22] with 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 grids. This resulted
in a feature vector with approximately 50,000 dimensions. Experiments on CNN
features and a larger dataset ImageNet-10K are reported in the Supplementary
Material.

5.2 Results

Accuracy Comparison. Table 1 compares the classification accuracy (we use
top-1 average per class accuracy) on ILSVRC2010-1K dataset (C = 1,000 classes)
of our system with those of two state-of-the-art label-tree methods including
Fast-Balanced Tree [10] and Probabilistic Tree [24]. We use the same fashion as
described in [24] for comparison. Specifically, the columns of Table 1 represent
different tree structures. The tree denoted by Tm,n has m children per node
when branching and n levels, not including the root node. Test speedup Ste is
the OvA test cost divided by the label tree test cost (measured as the average
number of dot products used to classify each example) as defined in [10].

Similar to [24], to make a fair comparison, we adjusted the number of pseudo-
classifiers to achieve a similar test time (i.e. the average number of dot-products
to classify each example). Specifically, one example is the tree config T32,2, to
achieve the test speedup Ste = 10.42, the average number of classifiers to apply
for each example is LT32,2 = C

Ste
= 1,000

10.42 = 96. The accuracy of our method is
reported via two configs. The first one (Ours-[L1]) does not use the verification
step and the second one (Ours-[L2+k]) uses the verification step with the number
of OvA classifiers of k = 5. Because the number of classifier evaluations is fixed
in advance in this comparison, for example LT32,2 = 96, in the case of the first
one, L1 = LT32,2 = 96 pseudo-classifiers is used, while the second one uses only
L2 = LT32,2 − k = 91 pseudo-classifiers.

In addition, the accuracy of ECOC-based methods is also reported. We used
the ECOC library provided by [13] to generate the coding matrix for Random
Dense Output Coding (RDOC) and Random Sparse Output Coding (RSOC) [2]
with the number of bit predictors being equal to the number of pseudo-classifiers
in the second config (L2). As for SpectralECOC [39], we used confusion matrix
for computing eigen vectors because the original method used OvO classifiers
that are not scalable for large number of classes. The verification step (k = 5) is
used for these ECOC methods. The accuracy of the method based on attribute
learning [21] and the accuracy of multi-class classification using OvA classifiers
trained with LIBLINEAR [15] (1K-OvA(LIBLINEAR)) are also reported for
reference. The results in Table 1 show that:

– The classification accuracy of our method (Ours-[L2 + k]) is significantly
better than that of other state of the art methods. The method Ours-[L2 +
k] improves the accuracy over the method Ours-[L1] from 25% − T32,2 to
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Table 1. Classification accuracy comparison of our method and other state of the art
methods on ILSVRC2010-1K dataset (C = 1,000 classes). We adopt the notion Tm,n of
the label-tree methods [10,24] for different tree configurations. Given Tm,n and Ste, the
number of pseudo-classifiers (L1 and L2 in our method corresponding to without/with
using the verification step) and the number of bit predictors (ECOC-based methods)
are adjusted to reach the target number of classifiers of L = C

Ste
. The same verification

process is applied for ECOC-based methods with the number of OvA classifiers of
k = 5 as with Ours-[L2 + k].

Method Flat T32,2 (L = 96) T10,3 (L = 56) T6,4 (L = 32)

Acc% Ste Acc% Ste Acc% Ste Acc% Ste

Fast-Balanced Tree [10] 11.9 10.3 8.92 18.20 5.62 31.3

Probabilistic Tree [24] 21.38 10.42 20.54 17.85 17.02 31.25

RDOC [2] 3.35 10.42 2.15 17.86 1.28 31.25

RSOC [2] 3.48 10.42 2.18 17.86 1.34 31.25

SpectralECOC [39] 7.18 10.42 5.57 17.86 4.25 31.25

Attribute-based learning [21] 12.13 10.42 8.07 17.86 5.81 31.25

Ours-[L1] 20.31 10.42 16.96 17.86 11.67 31.25

Ours-[L2 + k] 25.38 10.42 23.32 17.86 17.88 31.25

1K-OvA(LIBLINEAR) 26.01 1

53% − T6,4 showing that the verification process is helpful. Furthermore, its
accuracy is very close to that of 1K-OvA(LIBLINEAR) while the number of
classifiers is more than ten times smaller.

– The classification accuracy of our method (Ours-[L1]) without using the verifi-
cation step is significantly better than that of Fast-Balanced Tree method [10]
and quite comparable with that of the Probabilistic Tree method [24] if using
sufficient large number of pseudo-classifiers as shown in T32,2. As shown in
Fig. 2, our method needs at least 100 pseudo-classifiers to achieve reasonable
classification accuracy.

We implemented a variant of the label tree proposed by Bengio et. al [4] for
comparison. The tree structure was learned by applying spectral clustering [28]
on the confusion matrix similar to [4]. However, for each node, given a label set
associated with that node, we trained multi-class classifiers using OvA strategy.
The resulting tree, which we call Label Tree-R1, is similar to the tree using
Relaxation(1) described in [4] in which node classifiers are optimized indepen-
dently. The methods such as Fast-Balanced Tree [10] and Probabilistic Tree [24]
do not report the classification accuracy on the datasets of SUN-397 and Caltech-
256. Therefore, only the accuracy of Label Tree-R1 is reported for comparison.
Observation and conclusion from the result (shown in Tables 2 and 3) of these
two datasets are the same as that of ILSVRC2010-1K dataset.

Effect of the Number of OvA Classifiers in the Verification Stage.
Figure 1 shows effect of the number of OvA classifiers k used for the verification
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Table 2. Classification accuracy comparison of our method and other state of the art
methods on SUN-397 dataset (C = 397 classes).

Method Flat T20,2 (L = 40) T8,3 (L = 25) T5,4 (L = 19)

Acc% Ste Acc% Ste Acc% Ste Acc% Ste

Label Tree-R1 [4] 29.24 9.98 23.97 15.81 21.49 20.34

RDOC [2] 17.89 9.98 12.14 15.81 8.96 20.34

RSOC [2] 19.52 9.98 13.55 15.81 9.84 20.34

SpectralECOC [39] 29.56 9.98 24.47 15.81 17.61 20.34

Ours-[L1] 36.52 9.98 31.26 15.81 27.27 20.34

Ours-[L2 + k] 49.01 9.98 45.37 15.81 40.49 20.34

397-OvA(LIBLINEAR) 50.99 1

stage. The accuracy is improved when using more number of OvA classifiers. The
config Ours-[L2 + k] where L2 = 200 and k = 5 outperforms 1K-OvA classifiers.
It should be noted that the verification stage is necessary only if top-1 accuracy
is required (for fair comparison with label tree methods). The top-5 accuracy of
Ours-[L1] is equal to that of Ours-[L2 + k] (k = 5).

Effect of the Number of Pseudo-classifiers. As described in the training
algorithm in Sect. 4.2, our method needs to train OvA classifiers using training
images and apply these classifiers to validation images to obtain matrix R from
which pseudo-classifiers are generated. Figure 2 shows the relationship between
the classification accuracy and the number of pseudo-classifiers used for approx-
imation the classification scores for ILSVRC2010-1K dataset. It also shows the
relationship between the number of images used in training OvA classifiers and
the number of validation images used to obtain matrix R. We tested with differ-
ent situations TrainnT -ValnV , where nT = 100, 300 is the number of training
images per class and nV = 30, 50 is the number of validation images per class.
The results indicate that the number of training images has influence to the final
performance, while the number of validation images has no influence. A reason-
able classification accuracy can be achieved with using 100 pseudo-classifiers.

Real Processing Time. Prior studies in measurement of testing efficiency only
consider the number of average dot products M to classify each example (for
estimating Ste). We argue that M does not reflect the true test time and thus
real processing time is more appropriate for practical evaluation. The fact is that
tree-based methods rely on a hierarchical structure, meaning that the selection
of the classifier used in each level of the tree depends on the decisions of the
classifiers used in the previous level of the tree. Therefore, the total cost includes
not only the cost of dot-product operators when applying linear classifiers to the
test example, but also the cost of switching classifiers when traversing down child
nodes.
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Table 3. Classification accuracy comparison of our method and other state of the art
methods on Caltech-256 dataset (C = 256 classes).

Method Flat T16,2 (L = 32) T7,3 (L = 20) T4,4 (L = 16)

Acc% Ste Acc% Ste Acc% Ste Acc% Ste

Label Tree-R1 [4] 32.32 8.00 27.76 12.80 25.81 16.00

RDOC [2] 26.77 8.00 21.15 12.80 18.47 16.00

RSOC [2] 26.80 8.00 20.98 12.80 17.89 16.00

SpectralECOC [39] 27.38 8.00 21.30 12.80 16.77 16.00

Ours-[L1] 33.38 8.00 25.45 12.80 22.08 16.00

Ours-[L2 + k] 45.38 8.00 36.59 12.80 30.27 16.00

256-OvA(LIBLINEAR) 50.95 1
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Fig. 1. Effect of the verification stage.

One advantage of our method in the case of Ours-[L1] is the same set of
pseudo-classifiers is applied to all test examples, meaning that it is merely per-
formed by matrix multiplying operator (see formula 7). Therefore, it is extremely
fast to select candidate classes for the verification step. Figure 3 shows compar-
ison of the processing time (measured by wall-clock time in seconds) of our
method and that of the Label Tree-R1 method for T32,2 (note that the process-
ing time of the Label Tree-R1 method is also representative for other label tree
methods). In our implementation, we assume all classifiers can be loaded in mem-
ory once. We measure the processing time of the methods for different values
numTest, that is the number of test examples can be loaded into the memory at
a certain time. As for the Label Tree-R1 method, we only count the processing
time of dot-product operators and ignore other costs such as loading classi-
fiers at each level. The results indicate that the testing speed of our method is
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significantly better than that of the Label Tree-R1 method. For example, for
the case numTest = 50, 000, with the similar Ste = 10.4 (i.e. the similar aver-
age number of dot products to classify each example), our method requires 3.4 s
to return the classification result, while the Label Tree-R1 method using T32,2

requires 267.5 s.
Given a target accuracy, as shown in Fig. 1 there are two ways to achieve it

that are (i) increasing the number of pseudo-classifiers L1 if using Ours-[L1] and
(ii) increasing the number of OvA classifiers k if using Ours-[L2 + k].

The former way yields extremely fast classification process for a set of test
images because the same set of classifiers is applied by one matrix multiplying
operator. For example, given the target accuracy of 21.38 % of the Probabilis-
tic Tree [24] of T32,2, Ours-[L1] needs L1 = 200 pseudo-classifiers to achieve
22.85 %, but 15 times faster. Similarly, for T6,4, it needs L1 = 100 pseudo-
classifiers to achieve 20.48 % (Probabilistic Tree is 17.2 %), but 25 times faster.

The latter way is more appropriate when the memory is constrained, leading
to the limited number of classifiers that can be loaded into the memory. Given a
target number of classifier evaluations, as shown in Table 1, Ours-[L2+k] achieves
the best classification accuracy. Its speed is slower than that of Ours-[L1], but
much faster than that Label Tree-R1 as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. The relationship between the classification accuracy and the number of pseudo-
classifiers used for approximation the classification scores for ILSVRC2010-1K dataset.
We tested with different situations TrainnT -ValnV , where nT = 100, 300 is the number
of training images per class and nV = 30, 50 is the number of validation images per
class. The classification accuracy significantly increases when the number of training
images per class changes from 100 to 300. However, it does not change much when
the number of validation images per class changes from 30 to 50 when the number of
training images per class is fixed.
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Fig. 3. Real processing time between our method and the Label Tree-R1 method for
T32,2 (that is representative for label tree methods). Our method uses the same set
of pseudo-classifiers all the times, so it only needs matrix multiplication operator (as
shown in formula 7) to calculate the classification scores for a set of test examples.
Meanwhile, the Label Tree-R1 method uses different sets of classifiers for each example,
so it is much slower than our method. For example, for the case N = 50, 000, with the
similar Ste = 10.4 (i.e. the similar average number of dot products to classify each
example), our method requires 3.4 s to return the classification result, while the Label
Tree-R1 method using T32,2 requires 267.5 s (78 times slower).

6 Conclusion

We presented a novel method for multi-class classification in the case of a large
number of classes. Our method can find a small set of pseudo-classifiers that
best approximate the scores of the original classes. Furthermore, it is easy to
implement, and one can simply adjust the accuracy or efficiency of the trade-off
by specifying the number of pseudo-classifiers. Comprehensive experiments on
large datasets such as ILSVRC2010-1K, SUN-397, and Caltech-256 showed that
our method achieves state-of-the-art classification accuracy and is more efficient
in terms of testing time than other methods.
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